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macro-economic (see macro)
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microfinance
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Middle East
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multicultural
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multilateral
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peacebuilding per diem
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per se
petty trading
phenomenon (plural: phenomena)
policy-making
policy-maker
post-
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pre-empt
pre-existing
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president (except when used with name:
President Nyerere)
preventive (not preventative)
prisoner-of-war
programme
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proportion of + is)
prove (ppl = proved not proven)
proven (adj)
railroad/way
rainfall
rain-fed
rainforest
rainwater
raison d’être
rangeland
ready-made
reaffirmation
rearrange
reassure
red-tape (adj and noun)
re-emerge
re-establish
referendum (referendums)
regime
reintegrate, reintegration
reorient
resolution (no init cap even in specific
references)
resource-poor (adj)
resource use (adj and noun)
rethink right-wing
rigour
rigorous
roadway
roundtable
rumour
run-up
safety net (adj and noun)
sanatorium (plural sanatoriums)
scale (large scale, small scale)
sceptic (not skeptical)
schoolchildren, schoolteacher
scheme-settled
second hand
self-
set-back
sewage (waste matter)
sewerage (system of drainage)
shantytown
shortcoming
sharecropping
shopkeeper
shortfall
short-lived
short-term
showpiece
side effect
sided (e.g. one sided)
side lines
site-specific
sizeable 10
skilful
slow-yielding
small-scale
socialist (adj)
skilful
slow-yielding
small-scale
socialist (adj)
socio-economic
some time, sometimes
South (when used to refer to developing
countries)
spectrum (plural spectra)
-specific (e.g. commodity specific, gender
specific)
standholder
standpoint
starting point
state-of-the-art statewide
status quo
stimulus (plural: stimuli)
strait-jacket
strait-laced
stratum (plural: strata)
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-style (adj)
subcontractor
subculture
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subtitle
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